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Our partners

MondlyWORKS is the future of language learning in education. Based on Mondly, the award-winning language learning 
app with 100 million users worldwide and official partner of Oxford University Press, MondlyWORKS is used by K-12 
schools, universities, and ministries of education, including the Israeli Ministry of Education.

MondlyWORKS fits any school looking to empower their teachers and students with one of the most advanced and 
engaging language-learning solutions on the market.

THE FUTURE OF LANGUAGE
     LEARNING IN EDUCATION

Matching curriculum
Custom content development and integration to match 
your national curriculum is available upon request.
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Empowering teachers
Teachers have access to a dedicated dashboard for 
tracking progress and managing licenses. Each license 
can be reassigned to a different student, for free.
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Verbal fluency
Over 400h of specific content for practicing verbal 
communication with chatbots and artificial intelligence.
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Oxford powered content
Advanced English content created by Oxford University.
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Latest tech & gamification
One of the most technologically advanced and gamified 

educational apps on the market.
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Most available languages
41 languages and over 1,000 language combinations 

for every student.
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Key Features
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Email: business@mondly.com

Phone: +36 704 087 212

Website: mondly.com/business

Contact us for trying Mondly at 
your school

Unlimited learning potential
Granting access to 41 languages, students have 
unlimited access to thousands of hours of learning 
materials at their fingertips, whenever and wherever they 
wish to enrich their foreign language skills.

In and out of the classroom
Students have the opportunity to utilize Mondly in and 
out of the classroom, on their personal or school devices, 
as instructed by their teachers. Integration with the 
Ministry's system facilitates a seamless experience for 

all users, regardless of their location.

Mondly is an official supplier to the Ministry of Education, transforming the way K-12 students learn languages in Israeli 
schools across the country.

After successfully conducting a 6-months pilot with over 2,000 students and 50 teachers, Mondly has been integrated into 
the English, Hebrew, and Arabic teaching curriculum, enabling teachers and students to experience one of the most 
technologically advanced educational apps on the market. The current project is on track to offering Mondly to over 
500,000 students across Israel.

An official supplier to the Israeli Ministry of Education
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Mondly is on its way to becoming the go-to language 
learning solution for K-12 and higher education across the 
globe, serving millions of students in need of a modern, 
engaging and efficient tool.

Mondly to every classroom


